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where �(s) and �(s) are given in Table I, [s]q = (qs � 1=qs)=(q � 1=q), q is a real number.They satisfy the orthogonality relation (si+1 = si + 1) in the interval [a; b� 1]:b�1Xsi=aW (c)n (si; a; b)qW (c)m (si; a; b)q�(si) = �nmd2n; (2)with the weight function �(s). It is known that the polynomial solution of the second orderdi�erence equation of hypergeometric type on the non-uniform lattice x(s) = [s]q[s+ 1]q areuniquely determined, up to a normalizing factor Bn, by the di�erence analog of the Rodriguesformula (see [2] and [3]). Follow [2] (Chapter III) we can �nd the main data for the polyno-mials W (c)n (s; a; b)q. The results of these calculations are provided in Table I.Table I. Main Data for the q-analog of the Hahn polynomials W cn(s; a; b)qYn(s) W cn(x(s); a; b)q ; x(s) = [s]q[s+ 1]q�(s) q�s(s+1)[s+ a]q ![s+ c]q ![s� a]q ![s� c]q ![s+ b]q ![b� s� 1]q!� 12 � a � b� 1; jcj < a+ 1�(s) qs+c+a�b+2[s� a]q [s+ b]q [s� c]q�(s) �x(s) + qa�b+c+1[a+ 1]q [b� c� 1]q + qc�b+1[b]q [c]q�n q�n+1[n]qBn (�1)n[n]q !d2n q�ab�bc+ac+a+c�b+1+2n(a+c�b)�n2+5n [a+ c+ n]q ![n]q![b� c� n � 1]q ![b� a� n� 1]q!an q� 32n(n�1)[n]q !�n q3n [n+ 1]qq2n�b+c+1[b� a� n+ 1]q[a+ c+ n + 1]q+�n +q2n+2a+c�b+1[n]q [b� c� n]q + [a]q[a+ 1]qn qn+3+2(c+a�b)[n+ a+ c]q [b� a� n]q [b� c� n]qIt is clear from this Table that these polynomials coincide with the usual dual Hahnpolynomials , in the limit q ! 1 (cf. [2], Table 3.7 page 109). Here by [x]q! we denote theq-factorial which satisfy the relation [x+ 1]q! = [x+ 1]q[x]q!.2



3 The distribution of zeros of q-Dual Hahn polynomials.In this section we provide the asymptotic behavior of the moments of zeros of the q-DualHahn polynomials W (c)n (x(s); a; b)q using a general method presented in [6]. To calculate thediscrete density of zeros �N(x) of the polynomial W (c)N (x(s); a; b)q, the knowledge of all itsmoments �0(N)m = Z ba xm�N (x) dx; m = 0; 1; 2; :::;Nis necessary. This method allows us to compute, asymptotically, the moments of the distribu-tion of zeros around the origin �m = 1n nXi=1 xmn;i. A general formula to calculate these quantitieswas found in the Ref.6. We will apply this approach to obtain the general expression for themoments �m. The main idea is to use the three term recurrence relation for the coe�cients ofthe monic orthogonal polynomials (i.e., an = 1). Follow to Ref.6 we �nd that for the momentsof the q-Dual Hahn polynomials the following formula holds�0(N)m =X(m)m j+1Yi=1 (ri�1 + r0i + ri � 1)!(ri�1 � 1)! ri! r0i! q5m�3R[q�2c � 1]m�2R q2(c+a�b)m(q � q�1)2m q8m(N�t)q4m � 1 ; (3)where the sumationX(m) runs over all partitions (r01; r1; :::; r0j+1) of the number m such that: 1)R0+2R = m, R and R0 denote the sums R = jXi=1 ri and by R0 = j�1Xi=1 r0i, 2) if rs = 0; 1 < s < j,then rk = r0k = 0 for each k > s and 3) j = m2 or j = m� 12 for m even or odd respectively.For the factorial coe�cient F we take the convention r0 = rp = 1 r0 = rp = 1 (see [6])Thus �0(N)m depends on N . To have a normalized density of zeros we need to de�ne a scaleddensity (see [6], Section 5). In our case we must use the scaled function�++1 (x) = limN!1 qm � 1qmN � 1�N �xq�7N� ;and then the corresponding moments are given by the expression (m � 1, �++0 (1) = 1):�++m (1) =X(m)m j+1Yi=1 (ri�1 + r0i + ri � 1)!(ri�1 � 1)! ri! r0i! q5m�3R[q�2c � 1]m�2R q2(c+a�b)m(q � q�1)2m qm � 1q4m � 1 :4 The connection with the Clebsch-Gordan coe�cients forthe q-algebras SUq(2) and SUq(1; 1).In this section we discuss the connection between the dual Hahn q-polynomials and theClebsch-Gordan coe�cients for the q-algebra SUq(2). For a review of the q-algebras SUq(2)see [1], [4], [5]. We suggest the following relation between dual q-Hahn polynomials and CGCs:(�1)J1+J2�J < J1M1J2M2jJM >q= q�(s)5 x(s� 12)dn W (c)n (x(s); a; b)q�1 : (4)3
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